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Agenda
● Gain an understanding of AI and its evolution into an inherent feature of 

machines.

● Explore the capabilities of ChatGPT, ranging from generating human-like 
text for chatbots to automated content creation, and beyond.

● Witness real-world examples of how ChatGPT can be integrated into library 

services.

● Engage in collaborative brainstorming to uncover innovative ways to 

leverage this technology in your libraries and classrooms, ultimately 

enhancing the learning experience.



Slides

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Mjq_fGw5_Pcjxhi3-kmPTSSW4RwyAALLme1fulU6xts/edit?usp=sharing




















Source

History of Chatbots

https://onlim.com/en/the-history-of-chatbots/


SCIgen - An Automatic CS Paper Generator

Source

https://pdos.csail.mit.edu/archive/scigen


https://github.com/Lsjbot

https://github.com/Lsjbot


ChatGPT was released on November 30, 2022.

By December 4, 2022, ChatGPT already had over one million users!

More info

https://lifearchitect.ai/chatgpt/


GPT-3 can:

● create memes, quizzes, recipes, comic strips, and blog posts;

● write music, jokes, and social media posts;

● automate conversational tasks, responding to any text that a person types into the computer with a new piece of text 

appropriate to the context;

● translate text into programmatic commands;

● translate programmatic commands into text;

● perform sentiment analysis;

● extract information from contracts;

● generate a hexadecimal color based on a text description;

● write boilerplate code;

● find bugs in existing code;

● mock up websites;

● generate simplified summarizations of text;

● translate between programming languages; and

● perform malicious prompt engineering and phishing attacks. Source

Twitter has examples for 

everything listed here if you 

want to go down that rabbit hole. 

https://www.techtarget.com/searchenterpriseai/definition/GPT-3


http://drive.google.com/file/d/1xUj-am64WPldbS5AcLaDDcRWe1C1oq3B/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1gvwbXD5seijfG4-ncP9HyeNBAE6OsrJw/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/196P_Tf7wKZvPh-1xUIqFcRR-L1Bzsxwt/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1GQ3D3e2i13AtMAHlK9Wu5qLCQYbYGhcU/view


Prompt: write a P5.JS animation with multiple colors and variations and make it a loop.

#1

#2

#3

Save the HTML file with an .html 

extension. 

Open the HTML file in a web browser. 

Note: if you’re working with a file that is 

stored locally you may need to enable 

local file access in your browser. 

#4

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1MPg7VZ5Ypl9LubtFrO4yAMfQUt1IB6Tj/view


GPT = Generative Pre-trained Transformer

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZorAJ4I-sA


A parameter in GPT is like a knob that the computer turns to get better at 

talking like a human. Imagine you're trying to teach a computer how to write 

a story. You give it a bunch of examples of stories and tell it to try and write 

its own. But the computer isn't very good at it … yet. So, you tell it to keep 

practicing and every time it makes a mistake, you adjust the knobs a little bit 

to help it get better. These knobs are the parameters.

The computer has a lot of these knobs and they all control different things, 

like how it should use the words it knows, how it should remember 

information, and so on. By adjusting these knobs over and over again, the 

computer slowly gets better at writing stories that sound more and more 

like they were written by a human.

Source: ChatGPT



What is GPT-4 and what can it do?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzSpKf4l6k4


“How are you different from ChatGPT’s previous version?”

As an AI language model, I am a constantly evolving and improving entity based on the advancements in natural language 

processing and machine learning. Although I’m presented as ChatGPT, I am based on the GPT-4 architecture, which is an 

advanced version of the previous GPT-3 model. While specific differences may not be mentioned explicitly, the improvements 

between the versions typically include:

1. Larger training dataset: As newer versions are developed, they usually benefit from an increased amount of data used 

in the training process. This enables me to have a broader understanding of various topics and generate more accurate 

and contextually relevant responses.

2. Improved language understanding: With advancements in the underlying architecture, I can better understand and 

process complex sentences, nuances, and contextual information. This allows me to generate more coherent and 

contextually accurate responses.

3. Enhanced conversational skills: As the model evolves, my ability to maintain longer and more meaningful 

conversations improves. This includes better context retention and the capacity to address more complex queries 

effectively.

4. Reduced bias and harmful outputs: The development process aims to minimize the biases and harmful outputs that 

might arise from the model. This involves refining the training data and improving the fine-tuning process to create a 

more responsible and safe AI.

Please note that while I am an improvement over previous models, I am still not perfect. There may be instances where I generate

incorrect or nonsensical answers. If you encounter such issues, please feel free to correct me or ask for clarification.

Source

ChatGPT’s reply:

https://bryanalexander.org/education-and-technology/a-flurry-of-ai-releases-now-gpt-4-and-new-educational-projects/?fbclid=IwAR0g2L8RINSWLY0miJOnNq2XW_7JFtS28dE-pZhXzb5DhqWc-2gtVtgqDuQ


New Study Reveals Similar Creative Process For Artists, Engineers And Scientists

In 2020, the World Economic 

Forum called creativity “the 

one skill that will future-proof 

you for the jobs market” and 

providing opportunities for 

people to be creative should 

be “embedded into every 

aspect of our curriculums. At 

all ages.” This includes AI! 

Source

Photo credit: Chad Mairn / Midjourney



ChatGPT + Midjourney + Magenta Studio

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zl94gXNp3UyZsG0ZBZ-o2Gz6X_0pa1Pk/view


AI-Powered Presentations 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1iehb2uavkqI26jwmuHKtj0b0y-SbrtcE/view


Learn more

https://aix.eng.usf.edu/certificate.html


Some Education Applications Using the Technology

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEgHrxvLsz0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pnr8dbT20ZE


Hallucinations Could Blunt ChatGPT’s Success

Source

https://spectrum.ieee.org/ai-hallucination
https://cdn.openai.com/papers/gpt-4.pdf


St. Petersburg College expects students to be honest in all of their 

academic work.  By enrolling at the College, students agree to adhere to 

the College’s standards of academic honesty and integrity.  Failure to 

comply with this pledge may result in academic and disciplinary action, 

up to and including expulsion from the College.  As members of the 

College community, students also have an ethical obligation to report 

violations of the SPC academic honesty policies they may witness.

—SPC Board Rule 4.461

SPC does not have a college-wide policy on the use of Artificial 

Intelligence tools, but we do have the following policy:



Sample Message to Students:

You may have heard of Generative AI (Artificial Intelligence). The best-known 

example is ChatGPT, a chatbot that allows you to type a question as if you were 

talking to a real person, and it quickly offers a seemingly meaningful, original 

answer. Tools like this are powerful and can be useful in many contexts, but we 

must be aware of their limitations, as they can produce inaccurate, fabricated, 

and even offensive content. In addition, the work produced is not technically your 

own. In order to avoid violating SPC’s academic integrity policy, students must be 

sure to follow each professor’s course policies regarding the use of artificial 

intelligence in academic work. If you’re unsure of a professor’s guidelines, reach 

out to them to discuss further. 

Option 1: Generative AI Not Permitted

You are strictly prohibited from using use Generative AI (Artificial Intelligence), 

including ChatGPT and similar AI tools, in this course. The work produced by AI 

writing tools is not your own original work and is therefore unacceptable for the 

assignments in this course. If you cite AI-generated content, the work will be 

considered incomplete and receive a zero. If you do not cite, the work will be 

considered plagiarism and receive a zero. If you have any questions about this, 

please reach out to me. I am glad to offer guidance.

Option 2: Generative AI Permitted Under Some Circumstances or With 

Explicit Permission

You may only use Generative AI (Artificial Intelligence), including ChatGPT 

and similar AI tools, when assignment directions specifically state that it is 

allowed, and these tools must be used with caution. AI is not a replacement 

for your own thinking and research. AI-generated text or other content must 

be clearly marked and cited properly. In addition, you are responsible for 

confirming the veracity of any information or sources produced by artificial 

intelligence. If you have any questions about this, please reach out to me. I 

am glad to offer guidance.

Option 3: Broader Use of Generative AI Permitted Within Guidelines

You are welcome to use Generative AI (Artificial Intelligence), including 

ChatGPT and similar AI tools, in your work for this course. However, AI is not 

a replacement for your own thinking and research. AI-generated text or other 

content must be clearly marked and cited properly. In addition, you are 

responsible for confirming the veracity of any information or sources 

produced by artificial intelligence. If you have any questions about this, 

please reach out to me. I am glad to offer guidance.



ChatGPT and Claude VBA Script Fail

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1UDQBiCHjdUKCAMRjQgyJEFQtJYNhJ0mv/view


Artificial Intelligence 

Learn more

https://updates.kickstarter.com/introducing-our-new-ai-policy/


GPTbot (OpenAI) is being used 
to scrape and collect online 
content for AI model training. 

The next big model, GPT-5, will 
likely be trained on the data 
scooped up by this bot.

Source

https://www.businessinsider.com/openai-gptbot-web-crawler-content-creators-ai-bots-2023-8


“The codification of knowledge and the process of enhancing 
human learning will be the cornerstones of the next phase of 
human history. In the second industrial revolution, the 
wealth and power of nations will be based on non-material 
resources, by the ability to create and facilitate knowledge. 
Seen in this light, the librarian is a natural leader for the age 
of knowledge that is now unfolding.” ~ Ray Kurzweil





Intelligent agents replacing Reference Librarians? 

www.pandorabots.com

http://www.pandorabots.com/


Is this how humans will interact with computers/avatars in the future?

The avatar was created using MetaHuman Creator (Unreal Engine) + GPT-3 was used for the 

avatar’s dialog + Whisper for the speech recognition + Stable Diffusion for the generative art. 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1cA-Bgh9W-H7CfSuT9WOzwGIB7NkTcJP3/view


MetaHuman Creator (Unreal Engine)

http://drive.google.com/file/d/11xRBfoUmwSq6z4NQ3pBecEsKt8lta-gt/view


LibAnswers Chatbot

Source

https://blog.springshare.com/2022/11/28/libanswers-chatbot-is-almost-here/


Learn how to build your own using Landbot.io. OpenAI pricing

https://help.landbot.io/article/jfghv1i5cc-how-to-build-a-faq-chatbot-with-gpt-3
https://openai.com/pricing


AI-assisted Support in Libby

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YgubvRSnjkI


Possible uses of ChatGPT in the research process 

Source

Worth checking out: ChatGPT Citations | Formats & Examples

https://www.iesalc.unesco.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/ChatGPT-and-Artificial-Intelligence-in-higher-education-Quick-Start-guide_EN_FINAL.pdf
https://www.scribbr.com/ai-tools/chatgpt-citations/


Library Research vs. ChatGPT Answers?



ChatGPT Analysis Activity

1. Write two paragraphs supporting the saying that the “customer 

is always right.”

2. Should hate speech be protected by the First Amendment to 

the United States Constitution? Please provide sources 

supporting your argument.

3. Write 250 words or less stating that financial literacy should not 

be a high school graduation requirement. 

https://chat.openai.com

https://chat.openai.com






Source

https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/395/444/#:~:text=Ohio%2C%20395%20U.S.%20444%20(1969)&text=A%20state%20may%20not%20forbid,incite%20or%20produce%20such%20action.


283 words



ChatGPT’s One Paragraph Summary



MLA Citations

Bing

ChatGPT



Using 

ChatGPT for 

Brainstorming 

Session at 

Library 

Technology 

Conference

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1JwUGytXGV-oExmypsB5fvZFfpmBSvREH/view


Auto-GPT allows you to define tasks for ChatGPT

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1lWBvVVcn6yc6lxN-Uw_DzLRjFaPSGMbJ/view


Accessing InstructGPT Using OpenAI’s API in Python. Thanks, GitHub CoPilot!

Instruction-following Prompts
API Key Safety

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1LXIbCsXnM2U0Ib47u7MhYYp27Y3wU_Si/view
https://github.com/kevinamiri/Instructgpt-prompts
https://help.openai.com/en/articles/5112595-best-practices-for-api-key-safety


‘Help Me Visualize …’ 

via Workspace Labs

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1dyurBBRWx1h-na6tHJp-T5NvZOHPRKoO/view




Google Scholar Support for Libraries

https://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/libraries.html


Source

https://shelrose13.wixsite.com/my-site/post/the-weekly-five-questions-i-m-left-with?utm_source=linkedin&utm_medium=blog.post-promoter&utm_campaign=e8ea34b3-99b9-46fd-920e-9fb6675002f7


RESOURCES

There are thousands

DeepMind - a team of scientists, engineers, ethicists and more, committed to solving intelligence, to 

advance science and benefit humanity.

True/False ChatGPT Quiz for Students - written by Nicholas Maxwell via Higher Ed discussions of AI 

writing (Facebook Group).

Alignment Research Center - a non-profit research organization whose mission is to align future 

machine learning systems with human interests. 

AI Text Detectors - designed by Torrey Trust, Ph.D.

Sherpa Labs - conversational AI for students to talk about their work.

Robert Scoble - his Twitter account is covering mass amounts of information on AI. You will learn 

something new every day! 

Futurepedia and Future Tools - AI tools directory.

AI and Education - Council on Instructional Affairs

Incorporating ChatGPT into Your Assignments - Just as spelling checks/predictive text have become 

accepted, so will AI writers.

Generate topics for your research paper with ChatGPT - ChatGPT can be a useful tool when it 

comes to deciding what your topic should be for a research paper.

Using Generative AI Ethically: Teaching, Learning, and Assessing in a Postplagiarism Era –

presentation by Sarah Elaine Eaton, PhD

Revision History - a browser extension to monitor the edit history of student writing in Google Docs. 

Resources on ChatGPT/AI and Education - Curated content on ChatGPT/AI by Instructional Designer, 

Dr. Heather M. Brown

Unlocking the Potential of ChatGPT in Libraries - the podcast can be listened to here and the slides 

are available here. 

https://www.deepmind.com/research
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QPaV_BLnzuD8abN-5e2Rr4jlGVoGY7GF8jrBb5cZQOI/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.facebook.com/groups/632930835501841/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/632930835501841/
https://alignment.org/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ADoqCSeBFaspv0qqiHqQmsdwazdqLjpASpJTutgmcNU/edit?usp=sharing
https://sherpalabs.co/
https://twitter.com/Scobleizer
https://www.futurepedia.io/
https://www.futuretools.io/
https://irsc.libguides.com/irscai
https://ctl.wustl.edu/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Using-ChatGPT-in-Assignments.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1becUZJwzMBQ1qAU3JvZ12qCZwbWtr0oqWkDApDSHmvo/edit?fbclid=IwAR2M84rH40uoYJ67Yk8jQME2aBiS821a98X6Prec9nIwso7w45aIYRMFNUo
https://prism.ucalgary.ca/server/api/core/bitstreams/72095f19-34fe-43ec-a0b6-c16fc63c6103/content?fbclid=IwAR3ZRm6MqvBNE4JpCwwJzZIzMqRKhiIeMDNl5h8JZzbHiWYIwhpjGeUFGKo
https://www.revisionhistory.com/
https://padlet.com/DrHeatherBrown/resouces-on-chatgpt-ai-and-education-itonvxbr22rpayy3
https://soundcloud.com/florida-library-webinars/unlocking-the-potential-of-chatgpt-in-libraries-enhancing-automating-resourcesservices-3222023
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wuOhky16iloiWTbKvTvvxPwkpEGE-dTdIJKLgzpL0Z8/edit?usp=sharing


Link

Link

https://a.co/d/aauztGS
https://www.infotoday.com/cilmag/may23/Mairn-Rosengarten--The-Modern-Prometheus-How-AI-Is-Pushing-the-Limits-of-Human-Knowledge.shtml


https://digitallearning.ucf.edu/teachwithai

https://digitallearning.ucf.edu/teachwithai


Contact me!



Supplemental Slides



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycX3Z2uBId0


What will it mean to be human in 

the age of artificial intelligence?





Testing GitHub Copilot, an AI pair programmer, in Visual Studio Code

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1p0OQYyWIVrV3Y3cVKcQKs0Q2svn0t7-2/view




Source

https://the-decoder.com/sequoia-capital-bets-on-generative-ai-market-map-apps-horizons/


Source

https://workspace.google.com/blog/product-announcements/generative-ai


Source

https://www.theverge.com/2023/3/15/23641683/microsoft-bing-ai-gpt-4-chatbot-available-no-waitlist


https://bard.google.com



There was a footnote attached:

𝘛𝘰 𝘴𝘪𝘮𝘶𝘭𝘢𝘵𝘦 𝘎𝘗𝘛-4 𝘣𝘦𝘩𝘢𝘷𝘪𝘯𝘨 𝘭𝘪𝘬𝘦 𝘢𝘯 𝘢𝘨𝘦𝘯𝘵 𝘵𝘩𝘢𝘵

𝘤𝘢𝘯 𝘢𝘤𝘵 𝘪𝘯 𝘵𝘩𝘦 𝘸𝘰𝘳𝘭𝘥, 𝘈𝘙𝘊 𝘤𝘰𝘮𝘣𝘪𝘯𝘦𝘥 𝘎𝘗𝘛-4 𝘸𝘪𝘵𝘩

𝘢 𝘴𝘪𝘮𝘱𝘭𝘦 𝘳𝘦𝘢𝘥-𝘦𝘹𝘦𝘤𝘶𝘵𝘦-𝘱𝘳𝘪𝘯𝘵 𝘭𝘰𝘰𝘱 𝘵𝘩𝘢𝘵 𝘢𝘭𝘭𝘰𝘸𝘦𝘥

𝘵𝘩𝘦 𝘮𝘰𝘥𝘦𝘭 𝘵𝘰 𝘦𝘹𝘦𝘤𝘶𝘵𝘦 𝘤𝘰𝘥𝘦, 𝘥𝘰 𝘤𝘩𝘢𝘪𝘯-𝘰𝘧-

𝘵𝘩𝘰𝘶𝘨𝘩𝘵 𝘳𝘦𝘢𝘴𝘰𝘯𝘪𝘯𝘨, 𝘢𝘯𝘥 𝘥𝘦𝘭𝘦𝘨𝘢𝘵𝘦 𝘵𝘰 𝘤𝘰𝘱𝘪𝘦𝘴 𝘰𝘧

𝘪𝘵𝘴𝘦𝘭𝘧. 𝘈𝘙𝘊 𝘵𝘩𝘦𝘯 𝘪𝘯𝘷𝘦𝘴𝘵𝘪𝘨𝘢𝘵𝘦𝘥 𝘸𝘩𝘦𝘵𝘩𝘦𝘳 𝘢 𝘷𝘦𝘳𝘴𝘪𝘰𝘯

𝘰𝘧 𝘵𝘩𝘪𝘴 𝘱𝘳𝘰𝘨𝘳𝘢𝘮 𝘳𝘶𝘯𝘯𝘪𝘯𝘨 𝘰𝘯 𝘢 𝘤𝘭𝘰𝘶𝘥 𝘤𝘰𝘮𝘱𝘶𝘵𝘪𝘯𝘨

𝘴𝘦𝘳𝘷𝘪𝘤𝘦, 𝘸𝘪𝘵𝘩 𝘢 𝘴𝘮𝘢𝘭𝘭 𝘢𝘮𝘰𝘶𝘯𝘵 𝘰𝘧 𝘮𝘰𝘯𝘦𝘺 𝘢𝘯𝘥 𝘢𝘯

𝘢𝘤𝘤𝘰𝘶𝘯𝘵 𝘸𝘪𝘵𝘩 𝘢 𝘭𝘢𝘯𝘨𝘶𝘢𝘨𝘦 𝘮𝘰𝘥𝘦𝘭 𝘈𝘗𝘐, 𝘸𝘰𝘶𝘭𝘥 𝘣𝘦

𝘢𝘣𝘭𝘦 𝘵𝘰 𝘮𝘢𝘬𝘦 𝘮𝘰𝘳𝘦 𝘮𝘰𝘯𝘦𝘺, 𝘴𝘦𝘵 𝘶𝘱 𝘤𝘰𝘱𝘪𝘦𝘴 𝘰𝘧

𝘪𝘵𝘴𝘦𝘭𝘧, 𝘢𝘯𝘥 𝘪𝘯𝘤𝘳𝘦𝘢𝘴𝘦 𝘪𝘵𝘴 𝘰𝘸𝘯 𝘳𝘰𝘣𝘶𝘴𝘵𝘯𝘦𝘴𝘴.

ARC stands for Alignment Research Center -- a 

non-profit research organization whose mission is 

to align future machine learning systems with 

human interests.

If you want to dig into this report, it is available 

at: https://cdn.openai.com/papers/gpt-4.pdf.

GPT-4 Technical Report

https://cdn.openai.com/papers/gpt-4.pdf?fbclid=IwAR00l57BLgIfj49Ig6JqfWunupuupF0lBG_YYV5jh-wHz9OGz7gLikRvnvM
https://cdn.openai.com/papers/gpt-4.pdf?fbclid=IwAR00l57BLgIfj49Ig6JqfWunupuupF0lBG_YYV5jh-wHz9OGz7gLikRvnvM


Select resources

DeepMind - a team of scientists, engineers, ethicists and more, committed to solving intelligence, 
to advance science and benefit humanity.

Future of Life Institute - Steering transformative technology towards benefitting life and away from 
extreme large-scale risks.

Gymnasium - a standard API for reinforcement learning, and a diverse collection of reference 
environments. Use it for developing and testing learning agents.

Alignment Research Center - a non-profit research organization whose mission is to align future 
machine learning systems with human interests. 

Co:here - allows you to implement natural language processing (NLP) into your product. 

Robert Scoble - his Twitter account is covering mass amounts of information on AI. 

Illuminated Manuscripts - a blog written by Shelbey Rosengarten that covers AI and other writing 
tools. 

https://www.deepmind.com/research
https://futureoflife.org/
https://gymnasium.farama.org/
https://alignment.org/
https://dashboard.cohere.ai/
https://twitter.com/Scobleizer
https://shelrose13.wixsite.com/my-site
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